**OTTOPILOT UNIVERSAL TABLET HOLDER**

The Ottopilot Universal Tablet Holder creates a hands free environment. The sleek ergonomic design is made from high impact plastic and aluminum that offers superior strength & durability. The Ottopilot curved base is ideal for use on any Leg, Desk, Headrest, and More. The Push-Button Hinge offers the ultimate experience for tablet users, providing a full tablet spin and three tilt positions for a perfect tablet view. The Ottopilot platform contains dual spring loaded arms that will expand to fit over 50+ tablet sizes, including such popular brands as all Apple iPad Generations, Kindle Fire, Nook, Samsung and many more! The platform arm design allows for easy access to charging ports, headphone jack, camera, and tablet buttons. The platform and curved base also contain a 1/4" Mounting Insert for easy windshield mounting with most suction cup brands. Twist and pull on Ottopilot Platform to detach for easy tablet storage in any bag.

- **Blue Curved Base**
  - P/N 13-14944 .................... $79.99
- **Black Curved Base**
  - P/N 13-14945 .................... $79.99

**AVPAD IPAD KNEEBOARD**

This is the premium iPad kneeboard for the executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the air. This innovative, 3-in-1 iPad mount can be used as a standalone, or be clipped onto a kneeboard band to be used as a kneeboard. Use the optional RAM adapter and clip onto your RAM mount without changing mounting cases!

- **P/N 13-12765** .................. $59.95

**EXECUTIVE IPAD KNEEBOARD KIT**

This is the premium iPad kneeboard for the executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the air. This innovative, 3-in-1 iPad mount can be used as a standalone, or be clipped onto a kneeboard band to be used as a kneeboard. Use the optional RAM adapter and clip onto your RAM mount without changing mounting cases!

- **P/N 13-12766** .................. $47.95

**EXECUTIVE IPAD MINI KNEEBOARD KIT**

This is the premium iPad Mini kneeboard for the executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the air. This innovative, 3-in-1 iPad mount can be used as a standalone, or be clipped onto a keyboard band to be used as a kneeboard. Use the optional RAM adapter and clip onto your RAM mount without changing mounting cases!

- **P/N 13-12774** .................. $32.95

**EXECUTIVE IPAD MINI CASE**

This is the premium iPad Mini case for the executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the air. Rotating case - view your iPad in landscape or portrait mode. Landscape folding cover - the cover closes even in landscape mode.

- **P/N 13-12775** .................. $32.95

**EXECUTIVE IPAD KNEEBOARD ACCESSORIES**

Includes strap and Ram adapter.

- **P/N 13-12776** .................. $16.95

**EXECUTIVE IPAD CASE**

This is the premium iPad case for the executive aviator on the go. Take it with you on land or in the air. Rotating case - view your iPad in landscape or portrait mode. Landscape folding cover - the cover closes even in landscape mode.

- **P/N 13-12777** .................. $24.95

**ASA IPAD KNEEBOARD WITH COVER**

A multitasking kneeboard that is both functional and durable. This new iPad Kneeboard joins the iPad Portfolio Kneeboard in giving pilots greater flexibility to choose the “digital Kneeboard” solution that’s best suited for them. The iPad Kneeboard is a versatile case and kneeboard that helps pilots protect and use their iPad in flight and on the ground. The elastic strap secures the case to the pilot’s leg for scratch use. The unique plastic cover keeps the iPad screen safe while maintaining full viewing and complete touch-screen functionality, and opens easily to inspect or remove your device. The easel folds to position the iPad at a convenient “wedged” viewing angle or can be laid flat. The pocket on the back offers room for papers and maps. Openings are provided for charger and headphone/earbuds. Made of durable fabric with embossed wings. Fits the iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3). Features: • Easel folds up or down for optimal viewing and pocket provides access to charts and papers • Dock connector cover is power accessible with the cover closed • Openings are provided for charger and headphone/earbuds • Fits both iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3) • Pocket on back offers room for papers and maps.

- **P/N 13-12790** .................. $52.99

**EXECUTIVE IPAD UNDERMOUNT STOWAWAY**

The iPad stowaway will stow the iPad just below the panel and it can be pulled out for use and then pushed back under the panel when not needed, such as flight time when critical information is not needed from the iPad. A Velcro tab on the inside cover allows you to keep the iPad open in landscape mode. P/N 13-11702 ............... $169.95

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT ADAPTER**

This accessory is used to mate Sport™ and Sport™ NR cases to any existing RAM mount or RAM equivalent installation that will accept a 1" ball. P/N 13-12419 ......... $39.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT BEECH YOKE**

The iPad Sport™ Mount - Yoke Beech is for pilots who want to mount their iPad Sport™ NR or iPad Kneeboard Sport™ case off a glare shield or similar large pole like surface. This mount comes with a Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system.

- **P/N 13-12421** ............... $69.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT GLARE SHIELD**

The iPad Sport™ Mount - Glare Shield is for pilots who want to mount their iPad Sport™ NR or iPad Kneeboard Sport™ case off a glare shield or similar large pole like surface. This mount comes with a Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system.

- **P/N 13-12422** ............... $69.00

**MYGOFLIGHT SPORT MOUNT SUCTION CUP**

The iPad Sport™ Mount - Suction Cup is for pilots who want to mount their iPad Sport™ NR or iPad Kneeboard Sport™ case off a glass windshield or other smooth surface. This mount comes with a Sport™ Adapter with RingO mounting system. The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.

- **P/N 13-12423** ............... $73.75

**MYGOFLIGHT IPAD 2 / 3 SCREEN PROTECTOR & CLEANING KIT**

Screen Cleaner - The Screen Cleaner can also be used on other glass surfaces such as eye and sunglasses, computer monitors, and aircraft avionics. It includes a microfiber cloth and a special glass wax formulated to remove fingerprints and leave a layer of protection from dust. Anti-Glare Screen Protector - Selecting a screen protector for your iPad is a difficult task. This protector from Scratchless and reduce glare which can make the screen difficult to read. However, not all screen protectors are created equally. We tested over 20 different protectors to find one that was easy to apply, reduced glare, did not add any image distortion and retained a smooth feel to the touch. A total of two screen protectors come in each pack.

- **P/N 13-12390** ............... $32.99

**ASA IPAD KNEEBOARD WITH COVER**

A multitasking kneeboard that is both functional and durable. This new iPad Kneeboard joins the iPad Portfolio Kneeboard in giving pilots greater flexibility to choose the “digital Kneeboard” solution that’s best suited for them. The iPad Kneeboard is a versatile case and kneeboard that helps pilots protect and use their iPad in flight and on the ground. The elastic strap secures the case to the pilot’s leg for scratch use. The unique plastic cover keeps the iPad screen safe while maintaining full viewing and complete touch-screen functionality, and opens easily to inspect or remove your device. The easel folds to position the iPad at a convenient “wedged” viewing angle or can be laid flat. The pocket on the back offers room for papers and maps. Openings are provided for charger and headphone/earbuds. Made of durable fabric with embossed wings. Fits the iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3). Features: • Easel folds up or down for optimal viewing and pocket provides access to charts and papers • Dock connector cover is power accessible with the cover closed • Openings are provided for charger and headphone/earbuds • Fits both iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3) • Pocket on back offers room for papers and maps.

- **P/N 13-12790** ............... $52.99

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST**

CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST**

PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice